AXA‐EGRIE PRIZE CALL FOR PAPERS
At the 2010 World Risk and Insurance Economics Congress

The World Risk and Insurance Economics Congress (WRIEC) will take place in Singapore in
2010, from the 25th to the 29th of July. The purposes of the World Congress [www.wriec.org] are
to stimulate corporate awareness and interest in risk‐related research, and to provide a forum for
networking among academicians, government officials and industry professionals worldwide.
On the occasion of the WRIEC, the AXA “Large Risks in Insurance Chair”, in partnership with
the European Group of Risk and Insurance Economists (EGRIE) will award two AXA‐EGRIE
Prizes. The prizes will take the form of a €3,500 cash award that could cover the WREIC
registration fee and the travel and housing expenses of the laureates.
World Congress Proposal Submission Deadline – 1 February 2010
AXA‐EGRIE (and World Congress) Full Paper Submission Deadline – 1 June 2010
•

Submitted papers should be related to “Large Risks in Insurance” in a broad sense
(natural disasters, environmental risks, terrorism, pandemics, corporate emerging risk...)
and to corresponding insurance and risk management issues and/or to the design of
public‐private partnership for the regulation of such risks.

•

The application is open to PhD candidates, post doctoral students and young scholars
(less than 40 years of age on 31 December 2010). The prizes are attributed either to two
authors of different papers or to two authors of the same paper. A coauthored paper can
be considered for the prizes only if all authors meet the age requirement.

•

The application is open only to the authors whose proposals are accepted by the EGRIE
Scientific Committee of the World Congress. (Please refer to the proposal submission
guideline at www.wriec.org)

•

The applicant must send his/her full paper with a CV to the AXA‐EGRIE Prize
Committee mandated by the AXA Large Risk in Insurance Chair at
marion.lemitouardlivinec@axa.com no later than 1 June 2010. The decision by the
Committee is final. (Please note that he/she must also send the same to the EGRIE
Scientific Committee for the World Congress program.)

The AXA‐EGRIE prizes will be awarded during an official ceremony at the 2010 WRIEC. For
further information about the prizes, contact Alison Marquilly with AXA Research Fund at
ALISON.MARQUILLY@axa.com.

